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Abstract
How does a person’s smell affect others’ impressions of them? Most body odor research asks
perceivers to make social judgments based on armpit sweat without perfume or deodorant,
presented on t-shirts. Yet, in real life, perceivers encounter fragranced body odor, on whole bodies.
Our “raters” wore blindfolds and earplugs and repeatedly smelled same-sex “donors” in live
interactions. In one condition, donors wore their normal deodorant and perfume (“diplomatic”
odor) while in the other condition, donors were asked to avoid all outside fragrance influences
(“natural” odor). We assessed the reliability of social judgments based on such live interactions,
and the relationships between live judgments and traditional t-shirt based judgments, and
between natural- and diplomatic odor-based judgments. Raters’ repeated live social judgments
(e.g., friendliness, likeability) were highly consistent for both diplomatic and natural odor, and
converged with judgments based on t-shirts. However, social judgments based on natural odor
did not consistently predict social judgments based on diplomatic odor, suggesting that natural
and diplomatic body odor may convey different types of social information. Our results provide
evidence that individuals can perceive reliable, meaningful social olfactory signals from whole
bodies, at social distances, regardless of the presence or absence of perfume. Importantly, however,
the social value of these signals is modified by the addition of exogenous fragrances. Further, our
focus on judgments in same-sex dyads suggests that these olfactory cues hold social value in
non-mating contexts. We suggest that future research employ more ecologically relevant methods.
Key words: body odor, friendship, olfactory perception, perfume, social interaction.

Introduction
If you are sitting next to a stranger on the bus, what cues influence
whether or not you strike up a conversation? Obviously, a person’s
physical appearance plays an important role (Gunaydin et al. 2012;
Tabak and Zayas 2012; Willis and Todorov 2006). But what role,
if any, does olfactory information play? Research shows that natural body odor informs social judgments about health (Buljubasic
and Buchbauer 2014; Olsson et al. 2014), emotional state

(Chen and Haviland-Jones 2000; de Groot et al. 2012; Prehn et al.
2006), gender (Doty et al. 1978; Hold and Schleidt 1977; Schleidt
1980; Schleidt et al. 1981; Sorokowska et al. 2012), sexual orientation (Lübke et al. 2012; Martins et al. 2005), and even individual
identity (Allen et al. 2015; Penn et al. 2007; Roberts et al. 2005).
However, the traditional methodological approach to social olfactory research bears little resemblance to the way olfactory cues are
encountered in real life. In the majority of social olfactory studies,
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perceivers make judgments based on axillary (armpit) sweat collected on t-shirts or cotton pads and presented via bags, vials,
jars, or olfactometers. In contrast, in actual interactions, perceivers encounter body odor not from the armpit at close range, but
from the entire body, at a socially acceptable distance. Moreover,
in everyday interactions, perceivers typically encounter a person’s
diplomatic odor, or body odor modified by fragranced products,
deodorants, dietary choices, and personal habits. Traditional social
olfactory studies focus on natural odor, which is collected by having
participants undergo a washout period during which they modify
their hygiene, dietary, and habitual practices to eliminate all outside sources of odor. We use the term natural to refer to body odor
without exogenous fragrance influences, given that this term is commonly used in the extant literature. One could argue, however, that
the experimenter-required elimination of deodorants and perfumes
in many studies, and the accompanying modifications of daily habits, are highly unnatural in modern society.
In this research, our goal was to develop a paradigm that would
allow us to assess social olfactory judgments as encountered in everyday interactions—based on the whole body, with people wearing diplomatic odors. We aimed to compare this live, diplomatic
approach with both a live, natural odor approach, and the traditional approach using body odors collected on t-shirts. Although
much research on social olfaction has focused on judgments of
opposite-gendered partners, here we focused on the role of olfactory
cues in more commonplace social judgments of same-sex partners
that do not involve mating choice motivation.

From disembodied odor samples to whole-body
olfactory information
Is an axillary sweat sample, as employed in classical social olfactory research, a sufficient representative of the odor signature of an
entire person? Several lines of evidence suggest not. Humans secrete
distinctive odors from different areas of the body (Gallagher et al.
2008). Apocrine glands, concentrated in the axilla, groin, and feet,
produce secretions that are heavily involved in the production of
body odor (Shelley et al. 1953). However, eccrine sweat, produced
by glands distributed all over the body and concentrated in the forehead, hands, and feet, also contributes to body odor (Penn et al.
2007; Kippenberger et al. 2012). Even earwax (Prokop-Prigge et al.
2015) and breath can communicate a variety of signals (Doty et al.
1978; Minami et al. 1989; Buljubasic and Buchbauer 2014). In real
interactions, the likelihood of directly smelling the axilla of another
person—especially a stranger or acquaintance—is very low. Rather,
perceivers encounter odor from all over the body, and this more
complex odor profile may affect social judgments differently than
axillary sweat alone.

From natural odor to diplomatic odor
An important consideration, and motivation for the present work,
is that traditional social olfactory studies employ samples of “natural,” unadulterated sweat that are devoid of outside fragrances (see
Havlíček et al. 2011). However, in most social interactions, perceivers encounter people wearing deodorant, which masks the smell
of axillary sweat, or antiperspirant, which blocks the secretion of
eccrine sweat (Draelos 2001). Additionally, people commonly wear
perfume or cologne, which affects perceptions of attractiveness
(Kirk-Smith and Booth 1987; Lenochová et al. 2012) and competence (Baron 1986), and impairs the ability to discriminate between
individuals (Allen et al. 2015). Further, even if a person does not
use perfume or cologne, most hygiene products (shampoo, clothing

detergent, etc.) contain some fragrance. Finally, day-to-day odor
is influenced by dietary choices (Havlicek and Lenochova 2006;
Fialová et al. 2016), which are also routinely regulated in classical
social olfactory research.
To date, little attention has been given to the role of diplomatic
odor in social judgments. One study (Sorokowska et al. 2016) suggested that diplomatic odor modifies social judgments. However, this
study employed the classical approach of collecting axillary sweat on
cotton pads, and participants were still required to modify their diets.

Present research
How do people use olfactory cues in ecologically relevant social
interactions? We developed a novel paradigm to provide an initial
empirical assessment of social judgments based on olfactory cues
conveyed by the whole body in a live interaction. Blindfolded, earplugged raters made social judgments about the body odor of an
unknown donor, seated beside them for 1 min. We chose to use
blindfolds and earplugs in order to maximize our participants’ focus
on olfactory information and minimize perceptual biases from visual
information, which has been shown to influence first impressions
(Willis and Todorov 2006; Günaydin et al. 2012; Tabak and Zayas
2012) and auditory information, which we were concerned would
reveal information about gait, body weight, or other non-olfactory
characteristics which might bias social judgments (Butler et al. 1993;
Thoresen et al. 2012). In addition, the use of these tools allowed
us to include an important experimental design feature: although
raters judged between 4 and 10 different donors, we led them to
believe they were judging twice as many unique donors. In reality,
they judged each donor twice. This allowed us to assess the extent to
which each rater showed consistent social preferences across exposures, based on odor alone.
In study 1, donors wore their diplomatic odor (i.e., with no
changes to their regular use of hygiene products or diet). In study 2,
we aimed to replicate the results of study 1, and to assess the extent
to which social judgments based on diplomatic odor converged with
those based on natural body odor. We also aimed to assess the extent
to which social judgments based on live, whole body odor converged
with those based on odor collected on t-shirts.
Our predictions for our first aim were clear. Given that perceivers
are adept at making a variety of social judgments based on olfactory
cues presented with the traditional approach, we hypothesized that
people would make consistent social judgments based on diplomatic
odor as well as natural odor, when such cues were encountered in a
live interaction.
Our predictions for aim 2 were less clear, given the scarcity of
research focusing on diplomatic odor and its relationship to natural
odor. The extant literature points to 2 possibilities. Research suggesting that perfumes complement underlying genetic signals (Milinski
and Wedekind 2001; Hammerli et al. 2012) would lead us to expect
some convergence between judgments based on natural and diplomatic odor. However, research showing that antiperspirants block
the excretion of body odor components (Draelos 2001), and that
perfume modifies the attractiveness of body odors (Lenochová et al.
2012) and affects prosocial behavior (Guéguen 2001) suggests that
judgments based on natural and diplomatic odor would show some
divergence.
Finally, with regard to our third aim, we expected modest convergence between judgments based on the t-shirt approach and those
based on the live, whole body paradigm. Live body odor contains
information from all over the body, and is encountered at a social
distance rather than up-close sniffing, possibly leading to divergence
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between these 2 modes of judgment. However, whole body odor
also contains all of the information present on a t-shirt, and for
this reason we would expect some convergence in these 2 modes of
judgment.

Study 1
Materials and methods
Participants
Forty heterosexual females, ages 18–35 years old, took part in the study
as raters (n = 18) or donors (n = 22) (see Supplementary Materials
for recruitment information). We were particularly interested in how
perceivers use olfactory cues to inform social judgments in everyday
platonic relationships (rather than in mate choice-driven opposite
sex relationships). For this reason, we focused only on heterosexual
women. All participants reported having a normal sense of smell. We
recruited the maximum possible number of participants for our space
for each session (10 raters and 10 donors), though some participants
failed to attend on the day of the study. Because adding raters also
requires a full set of donors (ideally 10), it was neither fiscally nor
temporally reasonable to add additional raters to our set. With the
current sample, statistical power (1-β) for detecting an average (for
the sample) within-person standardized association of 0.3 between
round 1 judgments and round 2 judgments (2-tailed) was 99% (see
Supplementary Materials for calculation of statistical power).
All protocols comply with the Declaration of Helsinki for
Medical Research involving Human Subjects and were approved by
the Cornell University Institutional Review Board (IRB). All participants were asked to read and sign the IRB-approved consent forms
before beginning the study. Copies of our rating sheet and intake
materials, along with all data and syntax for studies 1 and 2 can be
found on Open Science Framework at osf.io/nbpy6.
Procedural overview
To ensure that raters and donors would not interact prior to
the live rating session, each group was instructed to arrive at
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different locations. All participants completed an intake questionnaire regarding stress, use of hygiene products/fragrances,
and menstrual cycle information (see Supplementary Materials).
Participants were given group-specific instructions and then completed the live judgment task in their respective role. Instructions
and procedures for raters and donors are described in detail in the
next sections.
During the live olfactory judgment task (see Figure 1), each rater sat
alone in a room. To isolate olfactory perception, raters wore earplugs
and a blindfold. Each trial consisted of the following events: a donor
entered the room, crossed in front of the rater to reach a chair placed
directly beside her, sat for 1 min, then crossed in front of the rater
again while leaving the room. The rater then had a 3-min period in
which to make a series of judgments based on the donor’s odor, using
provided questionnaires (described below). Unbeknownst to raters,
each donor made 2 visits: every donor visited every rater once in a
randomized order (round 1), raters and donors were allowed a 5-min
break, and then donors visited each rater a second time (round 2) in a
new randomized order. During the break, experimenters interviewed
participants to ensure that both raters and donors were adhering to
the instructions.
Procedures for raters
Raters were told that they would smell 20 donors (easily twice the
real number), to disguise the fact that they would be receiving repeat
visits from each donor. Experimenters described the trial structure,
and raters were then told to set their cell phones to vibrate, in order
to receive messages from the experimenter signaling the beginning
and end of each trial. Experimenters distributed blindfolds, ear
plugs, and rating sheets, then led each rater to an individual room,
where she was instructed to await the message signaling the start of
the experiment (a 10-minute wait to allow olfactory adaptation to
the room). Raters were told to avoid any verbal or physical interaction with donors. Experimenters entered each room to alert raters
when it was time for the break; raters and donors were escorted to
separate bathrooms if use was necessary.

Figure 1. Photographic depiction of the set up for the live olfactory judgment paradigm. Rater is seated on the right, wearing blindfold and ear plugs and holding
ratings sheets. Donor is seated on the left, holding a kitchen timer. Arrows reflect the donor’s path on entry and exit.
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Procedures for donors
Because we did not want donors to modify their diplomatic odor
in any way, we did not inform them that they would be smelled by
others until they arrived for the study. Research suggests that anxiety
can affect social interpretation of body odor (Prehn-Kristensen et al.
2009; Fialová and Havlíček 2012), so rather than telling donors that
raters were judging them on social parameters, we told them that
raters were trying to guess their gender. Each donor received a unique
travel map with the order of rooms to visit, and a small kitchen
timer. During each trial (i.e., each visit), donors were told to start
their 1-minute timer when opening the door, then to cross in front
of the rater and sit beside her until their timer went off, at which
point they would cross in front of the rater again, exit the room, and
close the door. Donors were told to remain anonymous and avoid
any verbal or physical interaction with raters. Donors traveled to
the next room on their map during the 3-minute break between visits. Experimenters in the hallways announced the beginning of each
round of trials, after texting raters to replace their blindfolds.
Debriefing
At the end of the study, raters and donors were debriefed separately.
Donors were informed of the social nature of raters’ judgments and
assured that no identifying information would be associated with
experimental data. Raters were informed that each donor had visited them twice. During debriefing, the experimenter inquired as to
whether raters had guessed the nature of the experimental design
during the rating sessions. Although some raters reported a suspicion
that a few donors were repeats, no rater reported that they were
aware of the true nature of the design. Most raters claimed to have
no awareness of which visits were repeats and which were not.
Interpersonal judgments
After each trial, raters made a total of 11 judgments. We included
3 questions to assess common olfactory dimensions: pleasantness
(“How pleasant was this person’s smell?”), intensity (“How intense
was this person’s smell?”), and familiarity (“How familiar was the
smell of the person who just sat next to you?”) (Jacob et al. 2002;
Prehn-Kristensen et al. 2009; Pause 2012). Raters also completed 3
questions to assess judgments of interpersonal liking and friendliness (“How likely would you be to have a conversation with [this
person]?”, “If you had to sit next to this person every day, it would
be...”, “How friendly was this person’s smell?” (Gunaydin et al.
2016), and 3 questions to assess similarity to self (“How similar
was this person’s smell to your own smell?”), best female friend
(“How similar was this person’s smell to the smell of your closest
female friend?”), and best male friend. Each judgment was made on
a 100-mm visual analog scale with the ends labeled as “not at all”
and “very much,” depending on the question. Raters also answered
a binary question that was included to obfuscate the fact that all
donors were female (How would you classify this person’s gender?”). We were concerned that participants might wonder whether
they were receiving repeat visits from the same donors, which might
distract them from the study. To prevent them from wondering about
the experimental design, while still disguising the true nature of the
visits, we added a second binary question (“Do you think you have
smelled this person before?”). Finally, we included an open-ended
question (“Is there anything else you would like to note about the
smell of the person who just sat next to you?”).
Examination of zero order correlations showed that 4 questions
that tap into liking (odor pleasantness, friendliness, willingness to sit
by that person every day, and likelihood of having a conversation

with that person) were highly correlated with one another (correlations ranged from 0.67 to 0.83 for round 1 and from 0.65 to 0.88
for round 2) but only weakly to moderately correlated with each of
the similarity items (correlations ranged from 0.02 to 0.42 for round
1 and 0.14 to 0.48 for round 2). We therefore created a composite
score for the 4 liking questions. This aggregate liking measure was
highly reliable as indicated by Cronbach’s alpha (α), computed for
each donor and round separately. For study 1, αs for the aggregate
liking measure ranged from 0.58 to 0.99, Ms ranged from 37.5 to
71.79 mm, and SDs ranged from 8.12 to 27.78 mm. For study 2, αs
ranged from 0.59 to 0.96, with Ms ranging from 45.2 to 80.4 mm
and SDs from 4.91 to 21.67 mm.
Next, we examined the zero order correlations among the 3 similarity judgments. Although similarity to self and similarity to closest
female friend were highly correlated (r = 0.72 for round 1, r = 0.65
for round 2), similarity to closest male friend was moderately correlated with similarity to self (r = 0.34 for round 1, r = 0.45 for round
2) and weakly to moderately correlated with similarity to female
friend (r = 0.14 for round 1, r = 0.30 for round 2). Given the varied strength of correlations among similarity judgments, we did not
compute an aggregate for the similarity questions, and report results
for the individual judgments.

Data analytic strategy
Main analyses
Given the nested nature of the data (i.e., donors were nested within
raters), we used multilevel models (MLMs) with a restricted maximum likelihood estimation (Hayes 2006). To test whether round 1
live, whole body judgments predicted round 2 live, whole-body judgments, a series of MLMs (one for each judgment) were performed
with round 2 responses as the dependent variable and round 1
responses as the fixed predictor. We treated the intercept as a random
effect at the level of the rater for all the models, and as a fixed effect
at the level of donor (see Supplementary Materials for details regarding model specification). To facilitate the interpretation of the results,
prior to performing the MLM analyses, the individual judgments
as well as the aggregate liking measure within each of the 2 rounds
were converted to standardized scores (z scores). The aggregate liking score was computed using raw (unstandardized) data prior to
standardization.
Correcting for multiple comparisons
Raters made a total of 10 judgments. Of these, 4 were highly correlated (discussed in the section Interpersonal judgments), and therefore aggregated to create an overall measure of liking, leaving us
with a total of 6 distinct judgments. We applied a Bonferroni correction to ensure that our overall experiment-wise alpha level remained
at 0.05. Our p value cutoff was 0.0083 (0.05/6 tests) to reflect this
correction.
Procedural variables
Participants were run in 3 different groups. Though we originally
intended to have 10 raters and 10 donors in each group, in practice,
our group sizes varied due to differences in enrollment and attrition.
Group 1 had 5 raters and 4 donors, group 2 had 7 raters and 10
donors, and group 3 had 6 raters and 8 donors. We therefore tested
to see if our conclusions varied significantly across groups. To do so,
we added a categorical variable reflecting group to our MLMs and
tested for the effect of group, and its interaction with round 1 judgments. Group did not have a significant effect on any of our variables
(ps ranged from 0.101 to 0.956), nor did it interact with round 1
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judgments (ps ranged from 0.022 to 0.966). As our conclusions did
not depend on group, we dropped it from the model.

Results
On average across all raters, round 1 judgments of interpersonal liking based on live, whole body diplomatic odor, as reflected by the
aggregate liking measure, significantly predicted round 2 judgments
of interpersonal liking (β = 0.55, P < .001; Figure 2). As shown in
Table 1, consistency in olfactory-based judgments across rounds was
observed for each of the individual judgments of liking (rows 3–6),
judgments of similarity (rows 9–11), and judgment of intensity (row
7). The only judgment to show poor consistency across the 2 rounds
was familiarity (row 8).
Assessing the role of rater effects
To what extent is the observed consistency in olfactory-based judgments driven by particular raters? As shown in Figure 2, withinperson consistency in social olfactory judgments was observed for
the overwhelming majority of raters. Specifically, 94% of the sample
showed some evidence of consistency, which we assessed by identifying the number of raters with a positive (i.e., non-zero) withinperson level 1 coefficient and computing the percentage of positive
slopes in the sample.
Assessing the role of donor effects
To what extent is consistency in live, whole body olfactory-based
judgments driven by the odors of particular donors (i.e., a donor
effect)? In other words, perhaps some donors are consensually judged
favorably based on odor cues, whereas others are judged unfavorably, and such donor effects give rise to within-rater consistency.
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Even though our analyses statistically control for donor effects in
round 2 judgments, we conducted auxiliary analyses to provide
a stringent control for possible donor effects. We reasoned that if
raters’ consistency were a reflection of donors being rated the same
by all raters (a donor effect), then round 1 judgments for any given
rater should predict round 2 judgments for a different, randomly
selected rater. To test whether this was the case, we randomly paired
raters (see Supplementary Materials for details), and then predicted
each rater’s round 2 judgments from their own round 1 judgment
(matched data) as well as from a different rater’s round 1 judgments
(mismatched data). If there are no appreciable effects of donors, then
the mismatched data should be a worse predictor of round 2 judgments than the matched data.
The results of these auxiliary analyses revealed evidence of donor
effects, but also revealed that donor effects do not fully explain the
within-person consistency in olfactory-cued judgments. Specifically,
round 1 judgments of a randomly paired rater predicted round 2
judgments for the aggregate liking measure (β = 0.22, P = 0.008),
willingness to sit by (β = 0.23, P = 0.004), and intensity (β = 0.42,
P < 0.001) (see Supplementary Table 4). These results suggest that
some donors were consensually evaluated more favorably, and more
intensely, than other donors. However, critically, for all judgments for
which we had observed significant within-person consistency, raters’
own round 1 judgments (matched data) were significantly stronger
predictors of round 2 judgments than a different rater’s round 1 judgments (mismatched data). To illustrate, for the matched data, the level
1 (within person) slope coefficient representing own round 1 judgments predicting the same raters’ round 2 judgments was 0.55, P <
0.001. In contrast, for the mismatched data, the level 1 slope coefficient was 0.22, P < 0.008. The difference in magnitude of these level
1 coefficients was statistically significant (β = 0.41, P < 0.001; see

Figure 2. Scatterplot showing consistency, for each rater, in judgments based on diplomatic odor in the live olfactory judgment paradigm. Values are based
on unstandardized scores (range 00–100 mm). Each point denotes the aggregate liking judgment made by a specific rater for a single donor at round 1 (x-axis)
and again at round 2 (y-axis). Lines represent the relationship, for each rater, between judgments for round 1 and for round 2. Positive slopes indicate greater
consistency for a given rater.
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Table 1. Do raters make consistent social judgments based on live, whole body diplomatic odor? Level 1 coefficients representing the
extent to which a given rater’s round 1 judgments predict her round 2 judgments for the same donor
Question

β

SE

df

P

95% CI

Liking (aggregate)
Pleasant odora
Friendlya
Have a conversation?a
Pleasant to sit bya
Intense odor
Familiar
Similar to own smell
Similar to female best friend
Similar to male best friend

0.55
0.50
0.42
0.57
0.47
0.55
0.07
0.42
0.39
0.47

0.07
0.07
0.08
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.09
0.08
0.07
0.07

133.67
134.12
133.46
99.8
135.53
131.25
129.18
134.26
132.24
125.98

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.467
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

[0.41, 0.69]
[0.36, 0.64]
[0.27, 0.57]
[0.43, 0.71]
[0.32, 0.61]
[0.41, 0.68]
[–0.11, 0.24]
[0.27, 0.57]
[0.25, 0.52]
[0.32, 0.61]

Values are based on standardized scores (z scores). β represents the level 1 slope coefficient predicting judgment in round 2 from judgment in round 1. Positive
coefficients represent greater within-rater consistency in olfactory-based judgments across rounds. Because we performed 10 different analyses, with 4 of those
included in our aggregate, we applied a Bonferroni correction to ensure that our overall experiment-wise alpha level remained at 0.05. Our p value cutoff is 0.0083
(0.05/6) to reflect this correction.
a
Denotes variables included in the interpersonal liking aggregate.

Supplementary Materials). Moreover, when both matched and mismatched round 1 judgments were entered simultaneously as level 1
predictors, raters’ own data continued to significantly predict round
2 judgments (β = 0.52, P < 0.001), but mismatched data did not (β
= 0.08, P = 0.250) (see Supplementary Materials for full description
of results).

Study 2
Study 1 provides evidence that perceivers are able to make reliable
olfactory-based judgments in semi-realistic interactions. Study 2
aimed to replicate this finding, and extend the work in 2 ways. First,
we compared judgments based on our live, whole body paradigm
to judgments based on a classical t-shirt odor collection method.
Second, we aimed to examine the extent to which judgments based
on diplomatic odor converge or diverge from judgments based on
natural body odor: does liking someone’s natural body odor predict
that you will also like their diplomatic body odor?

Materials and methods
Participants
Thirty-five self-reported heterosexual women, ages 18–35 (mean age
22.1 years) participated as raters (n = 17) or donors (n = 18) (see
Supplementary Materials for recruitment details). All participants
reported having a normal sense of smell. With the current sample,
statistical power (1-β) for detecting an average (for the sample)
within-person standardized association of 0.3 between round 1
and round 2 judgments was > 99% and the power to detect a difference of 0.3 in consistency between diplomatic and natural and
between live versus t-shirt approaches was 78% (see Supplementary
Materials for calculation of statistical power).
All protocols comply with the Declaration of Helsinki for
Medical Research involving Human Subjects and were approved by
the Cornell University Institutional Review Board (IRB). All participants were asked to read and sign the IRB-approved consent forms
before beginning the study.
Procedural overview
Donors and raters participated in 2 odor rating sessions sessions, separated by 1 week. For the “natural” odor session, we asked donors
to prepare by doing a 2-day washout in the style of traditional body

odor studies (Havlíček et al. 2011). For the “diplomatic” session, we
asked them to come wearing their usual diplomatic odor. At both
sessions, we also collected t-shirts from donors (see below).
The study took place across 2 consecutive Saturdays with participants assigned to either the morning (AM) or afternoon (PM)
group depending on their availability. To ensure that order of odor
type was counterbalanced, the morning raters smelled natural body
odor the first week and diplomatic odor the second week, and afternoon raters smelled diplomatic the first week and natural the second.
Group 1 (morning) had 10 raters and 9 donors the first week and 9
raters and donors the second week, while group 2 (afternoon) had
5 raters and 9 donors the first week, and 6 raters and 7 donors the
second week.
The study consisted of 3 distinct parts:

1. Pre-study visit
Participants arrived at the lab to sign consent forms, and, if they
were donors, to receive t-shirts and supplies for their washout.
Donors were again misled to believe that we were interested in
whether raters could guess their gender, and raters were again misled
that they would be smelling 20 donors.
2. Washout and odor collection
In preparation for collecting natural body odor, we asked participants to undergo a 2-day washout following established protocols
(Zhou and Chen, 2009). The day before each session, participants
donned a t-shirt in the morning after their shower (natural condition), and wore it for at least 12 h. In the natural odor condition, they continued following all fragrance, deodorant, and diet
elimination rules. For the diplomatic condition, we asked them
not to make any changes to their normal routine while wearing
the t-shirt. Participants stored worn t-shirts in ziplock bags overnight in a freezer, then wore them to the lab the following day (see
Supplementary Materials for details).
3. Testing sessions
The procedures for diplomatic and natural odor sessions were
identical, and differed only in the preparations on the part of the
donors prior to arriving at the testing session (see above). To assess
social judgments based on the live, whole body olfactory paradigm,
we used procedures and materials similar to those used in study 1.
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The one exception was the method used to notify donors and raters
of the start and end of a trial. In study 2, we had donors knock
loudly on the doors to raters’ rooms before entering, and raters were
alerted to the end of each trial by the beeping of donors’ kitchen
timers, rather than a text. We ensured that both noises were audible through the earplugs. Donors wore their shirts during the live
sessions.
Following the live sessions, we asked donors to place their t-shirts
in ziplock bags, which experimenters arbitrarily labeled 1–10. Raters
remained in their testing rooms until notified by experimenters,
then congregated in a single room with the labeled t-shirt bags and
received a list with a unique randomized order in which to smell the
shirts. For each t-shirt, raters (wearing gloves) were instructed to
open the bag, take a single sniff, and close the bag again before making their ratings. We used identical rating sheets to those from the
live ratings, to make comparison as straightforward as possible. As
in study 1, participants were debriefed at the end of the study. Again,
no rater reported awareness that each donor had visited exactly
twice, nor did they report knowing that the set repetition began following the bathroom break.

Data analytic strategy
Main analyses
Similar to study 1, data were nested such that donors were nested
within raters. To account for the nested nature of the data, we again
used multilevel models (MLMs) with a restricted maximum likelihood estimation (Hayes 2006).
Testing consistency in live judgments
To test our first question of whether round 1 live, whole body judgments predicted round 2 live, whole body judgments, we followed
the approach used in Study 1. We specified round 2 judgments as the
dependent variable and round 1 judgments as the predictor. For all
our models, we chose to use random intercepts at the level of rater
and donor, but fixed slopes for both (see Supplementary Materials
for details). To facilitate the interpretation of the results, prior to
performing the MLM analyses, the individual judgments and the
aggregate liking measure (which was computed using the raw,
unstandardized judgments) were converted to standardized scores
(z scores).
We also assessed whether consistency across rounds was moderated by odor type (natural or diplomatic). Accordingly, odor type as
well as the odor type × round 1 judgment interaction were included
as predictors in the model. None of the odor type × round 1 judgment interactions were statistically significant with the Bonferroni
correction (See Supplementary Table S7). Thus, for the sake of simplicity, we dropped odor type from the model (our conclusions do
not change if odor type is kept in the model). For the interested
reader, we present results for both odor types combined, as well as
separately.
Testing convergence across live, whole body and t-shirt
methodologies
To test our second question of whether live judgments predicted
t-shirt based judgments, we computed the mean of the 2 rounds of
live judgments and then standardized these mean scores. The mean
of the live judgments was entered into the model as a fixed predictor,
with t-shirt based judgments as our dependent variable. Similar to
our first aim, we again tested if convergence across the 2 methodologies was moderated by odor type (natural vs. diplomatic) by entering
odor type as well as the odor type × mean (of round 1 and round
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2) live judgments interaction as predictors in the model. Odor type
did not significantly moderate consistency between the 2 methodologies for any of the judgments (see Table S8 Supplemental Materials).
We therefore dropped condition from the model. For the interested
reader, we present results for both odor types combined, as well as
separately.
Testing convergence across diplomatic and natural judgments
Finally, to test whether judgments based on natural odor predicted
judgments based on diplomatic odor, we again used the mean of the
2 rounds of live judgments, and standardized these mean scores. We
restructured the data file into a “long” format, “stacking” judgments
based on t-shirts and live presentation methods. Our dependent
variable was the mean judgment in the diplomatic odor condition,
and the fixed predictor was the mean judgment in the natural odor
condition. We also examined whether convergence between judgments based on diplomatic and natural odor varied depending on
presentation method by including method (live vs. t-shirt based) as
a predictor, along with the method and mean natural odor judgments interaction. Because presentation method did not moderate
the relationship between natural and diplomatic odor judgments
(see Supplementary Materials), we dropped it from the model.
However, similar to the 2 other aims, for the interested reader, we
present results for both presentation methods combined, as well as
separately.
Procedural variables
Participants were run in 2 different groups (morning or afternoon).
We therefore tested to see if our conclusions varied significantly
across groups. To do so, we added a categorical variable reflecting
group to our MLMs and tested for the effect of group, and its interaction with round 1 judgments. We found no statistically significant
effects of, or interactions with group (see Supplemental Materials for
details). As our conclusions did not depend on group, we dropped it
from the model.
Correcting for multiple comparisons
As in study 1, we ran a total of 10 analyses with 4 variables included
in an aggregate score, and applied a Bonferroni correction to ensure
that our overall experiment-wise alpha remained at 0.05. Our p
value cutoff was 0.0083 to reflect this correction (0.05/6).

Results
Reliability of live olfactory-based judgments
Replicating the results of Study 1, we observed substantial consistency in olfactory judgments based on live, whole body diplomatic
odor. On average across all raters, round 1 judgments of interpersonal liking, as reflected by the aggregate liking score, significantly
predicted round 2 judgments of interpersonal liking for diplomatic
odor (β = 0.56, P < 0.001; see Figure 3, panel A). We also observed
consistency in olfactory-based live, whole body judgments across
rounds for each of the individual judgments of liking, of similarity
(e.g., to self, female best friend, and male best friend), of intensity,
and of familiarity (see Table 2).
Extending the findings from Study 1, raters also showed remarkable consistency in olfactory judgments based on live, whole body
natural odor. On average, round 1 live judgments of interpersonal
liking, as reflected by the liking aggregate, predicted round 2 live
judgments of interpersonal liking for natural body odor (β = 0.31, P
< 0.001; see Figure 3, panel B). Moreover, we observed consistency
in olfactory judgments based on live, whole body natural odor for
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Figure 3. Scatterplots showing consistency, for each rater, in judgments based on diplomatic odor (a) and natural odor (b) in the live olfactory judgment
paradigm. Values are based on unstandardized scores (range 00–100 mm). Each point denotes the aggregate liking judgment made by a specific rater for a single
donor at round 1 (x-axis) and again at round 2 (y-axis). Lines represent the relationship, for each rater, between judgments for round 1 and for round 2. Positive
slopes indicate greater consistency for a given rater.

each of the individual judgments of liking and similarity, but not for
judgments of intensity or familiarity (see Table 2).
It is worth noting that the consistency in olfactory judgments
between diplomatic and natural odor cues did not differ significantly
for any variable (See Supplementary Table S7). However, the lack of
statistically significant differences should be interpreted cautiously.
Indeed, the interaction term approached statistical significance for
the liking aggregate (P = 0.028) and familiarity judgment (P = 0.01).
Moreover, a visual inspection of the level 1 coefficients reported in
Table 2 reveals that on 8 of the 10 judgments, judgments based on
natural odor showed weaker consistency than judgments based on
diplomatic odor.
Assessing the role of rater effects
Similar to study 1, the within-person consistency in social olfactory judgments based on diplomatic odor was observed for the
overwhelming majority of the raters. This was also the case for
judgments based on natural body odor. Specifically, we identified
the number of raters with a positive (i.e., non-zero) within-person
level-1 coefficient and computed the percentage of positive slopes in
the sample. 93% of raters showed evidence of consistency in their
social judgments based on diplomatic odor cues, and 94% of raters
showed evidence of consistency in social judgments based on natural odor cues.
Assessing the role of donor effects
Similar to study 1, we conducted auxiliary analyses to provide a
stringent control for the possibility that the observed within-person
consistency in olfactory judgments were driven by some donors
being consensually judged more favorably than other donors (i.e.,
donor effect). As a reminder, we reasoned that to the extent that consistency in olfactory-based judgments is the result of donor effects,
then round 1 judgments for any given rater should predict round 2
judgments for a different, randomly selected rater.
The results of the auxiliary analyses show that there are donor
effects, but importantly, donor effects did not fully account for the
within-person consistency in olfactory-cued judgments. Specifically,
round 1 judgments of a randomly paired rater predicted round 2

judgments for liking, as reflected by the aggregate liking measure
(β = 0.18, P = 0.002), each of its individual components (βs range
from 0.16 to 0.34, ps range from <0.001 to 0.008; see Supplementary
Table S10), and intensity (β = 0.38, P < 0.001). These results suggest
that some donors were consensually evaluated more favorably and
more intensely than other donors. However, critically, for all judgments for which we had observed consistency, raters’ own round
1 judgments (matched data) were significantly stronger predictors
of round 2 judgments, than a different rater’s round 1 judgments
(mismatched data). Specifically, with regard to the liking aggregate,
the level-1 slope coefficient for raters’ own round 1 judgments predicting the same raters’ round 2 judgments was 0.47, P < 0.001. In
contrast, for the mismatched data, the level 1 slope coefficient was
0.18, P = 0.002. The difference in the level 1 coefficient, as reflected
by a round 1 judgment × match interaction was highly statistically
significant (β = 0.25, P < 0.001). Moreover, when both matched
and mismatched round 1 judgments were entered simultaneously as
level 1 predictors, raters’ own data continued to significantly predict
round 2 judgments (β = 0.45, P < 0.001), but mismatched data did
not (β = 0.10, P = 0.062) (see Supplementary Materials).
Do judgments based on live, whole body odor predict judgments
based on odor samples collected on t-shirts?
Overall, judgments of interpersonal liking based on live, whole body
odor moderately predicted judgments of interpersonal liking presented on t-shirts (for the liking aggregate: β = 0.29, P < 0.001; see
Table 3). Odor type did not significantly moderate this effect (see
Supplementary Table S8), with judgments across the 2 methodologies showing similar magnitude of convergence for the liking aggregate measure for both diplomatic (β = 0.25, P < 0.007) and natural
odors (β = 0.28, P < 0.002).
Do judgments based on natural odor predict judgments based on
diplomatic odor?
Does liking someone’s natural body odor predict that you will also
like their diplomatic body odor? Overall, correspondence between
judgments based on natural odor and those based on diplomatic
odor was weak (Table 4). For our primary liking aggregate measure,
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Table 2. Do raters make consistent social judgments based on live, whole body odor? Level 1 coefficients representing the extent to which
a given rater’s round 1 judgments of a particular donor predict her round 2 judgments of the same donor.
Question
Liking (aggregate)
Diplomatic
Natural
Combined
Pleasant odora
Diplomatic
Natural
Combined
Friendlya
Diplomatic
Natural
Combined
Have a conversation?a
Diplomatic
Natural
Combined
Pleasant to sit bya
Diplomatic
Natural
Combined
Intense odor
Diplomatic
Natural
Combined
Familiar
Diplomatic
Natural
Combined
Similar to own smell
Diplomatic
Natural
Combined
Similar to female best friend
Diplomatic
Natural
Combined
Similar to male best friend
Diplomatic
Natural
Combined

β

SE

df

P

95% CI

0.56
0.31
0.47

0.07
0.08
0.05

110.42
123.22
246.63

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

[0.41, 0.70]
[0.16, 0.47]
[0.37, 0.57]

0.60
0.25
0.45

0.07
0.07
0.05

101.33
116.58
253.68

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

[0.46, 0.75]
[0.11, 0.40]
[0.34, 0.55]

0.46
0.32
0.43

0.08
0.08
0.05

121.75
126.02
23.08

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

[0.31, 0.61]
[0.16, 0.48]
[0.33, 0.54]

0.52
0.27
0.41

0.07
0.08
0.05

102.58
12.36
245.96

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

[0.38, 0.66]
[0.11, 0.43]
[0.3, 0.51]

0.44
0.32
0.43

0.08
0.08
0.05

12.09
124.67
253.38

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

[0.28, 0.60]
[0.17, 0.47]
[0.32, 0.53]

0.40
0.17
0.37

0.08
0.09
0.06

12.43
127.01
244.86

<0.001
0.053
<0.001

[0.24, 0.56]
[0.00, 0.34]
[0.26, 0.48]

0.24
0.08
0.13

0.08
0.08
0.06

119.25
122.48
246.59

0.002
0.282
0.033

[0.09, 0.39]
[–0.07, 0.24]
[0.01, 0.24]

0.23
0.28
0.32

0.08
0.07
0.05

122.75
123.48
252.83

0.006
<0.001
<0.001

[0.07, 0.39]
[0.14, 0.43]
[0.21, 0.43]

0.33
0.45
0.39

0.09
0.07
0.06

121.41
123.80
252.76

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

[0.16, 0.50]
[0.31, 0.60]
[0.28, 0.5]

0.41
0.32
0.35

0.08
0.08
0.06

121.70
112.57
244.15

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

[0.24, 0.57]
[0.15, 0.49]
[0.23, 0.46]

Values are based on standardized scores (z scores). β represents the level 1 slope coefficient predicting round 2 judgment from round 1 judgment. Positive coefficients represent greater within-rater consistency in olfactory-based judgments across rounds. Because we performed 10 different analyses, with 4 of those included
in our aggregate, we applied a Bonferroni correction to ensure that our overall experiment-wise alpha level remained at 0.05. Our P value cutoff is 0.0083 (0.05/6)
to reflect this correction.
a
Denotes variables included in the liking aggregate.

judgments based on natural odor did not significantly predict judgments based on diplomatic odor (β = 0.12, P = 0.099). We ran a larger
model testing for interactions between session and whether ratings
were made during live sessions or based on t-shirts. We did find some
differences based on both session and presentation method for a few
of our variables (see Supplementary Materials for discussion).

General discussion
Human social olfactory research has shown that body odor contains
a number of powerful social cues. The majority of this research is
based on perceivers making social judgments about axillary odor
samples, presented on t-shirts or pads, collected from individuals
who engaged in stringent practices to rid themselves of outside fragrance. In real life, however, body odor is encountered in the vastly

different olfactory context of whole body odor with the products
and habits that give rise to diplomatic odor. Though humans ought
to be able to use this type of olfactory information to inform social
judgments, empirical evidence for this behavior is lacking. Thus, the
present work aimed to provide a first step in demonstrating that
perceivers are able to use ecologically relevant olfactory information
to inform social judgments in semi-realistic situations.
We developed a paradigm that allowed raters to make social
judgments of others based solely on their live, whole body odor at
distances resembling typical social interactions. In study 1, raters
made highly consistent olfactory-based social judgments based on
others’ diplomatic odor. Relying solely on olfactory cues, if a rater
judged an unknown other to be friendly in a first meeting, the rater
was also likely to judge this person favorably in a second meeting. In
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Table 3. Do judgments based on live, whole body odor predict t-shirt based judgments? Level-1 coefficients representing the extent to
which a given rater’s live, whole body judgments of a particular donor predict t-shirt based judgments of the same donor.
Question
Liking (aggregate)
Diplomatic
Natural
Combined
Pleasant odora
Diplomatic
Natural
Combined
Friendlya
Diplomatic
Natural
Combined
Have a conversation?a
Diplomatic
Natural
Combined
Pleasant to sit bya
Diplomatic
Natural
Combined
Intense odor
Diplomatic
Natural
Combined
Familiar
Diplomatic
Natural
Combined
Similar to own smell
Diplomatic
Natural
Combined
Similar to female best friend
Diplomatic
Natural
Combined
Similar to male best friend
Diplomatic
Natural
Combined

β

SE

df

P

95% CI

0.26
0.22
0.29

0.09
0.09
0.06

88.76
127.23
219.12

0.005
0.019
<0.001

[0.08, 0.44]
[0.04, 0.41]
[0.17, 0.41]

0.17
0.17
0.20

0.09
0.09
0.06

114.86
123.55
252.80

0.070
0.063
0.001

[–0.01, 0.36]
[–0.01, 0.35]
[0.08, 0.32]

0.20
0.32
0.28

0.09
0.09
0.06

104.74
106.05
234.87

0.040
0.001
<0.001

[0.01, 0.38]
[0.15, 0.49]
[0.16, 0.40]

0.37
0.31
0.33

0.09
0.09
0.07

72.33
51.14
181.02

<0.001
0.001
<0.001

[0.18, 0.56]
[0.14, 0.48]
[0.20, 0.45]

0.33
0.19
0.27

0.10
0.09
0.06

81.98
123.73
237.27

0.001
0.033
<0.001

[0.14, 0.52]
[0.02, 0.37]
[0.15, 0.40]

0.08
0.26
0.29

0.10
0.10
0.07

111.24
83.88
231.70

0.431
0.008
<0.001

[–0.11, 0.27]
[0.07, 0.45]
[0.17, 0.42]

0.41
0.23
0.30

0.09
0.09
0.06

81.08
73.41
119.54

<0.001
0.014
<0.001

[0.23, 0.58]
[0.05, 0.41]
[0.17, 0.43]

0.19
0.19
0.19

0.09
0.08
0.06

107.52
128.94
251.13

0.042
0.027
0.002

[0.01, 0.37]
[0.02, 0.35]
[0.07, 0.30]

0.35
0.24
0.26

0.09
0.09
0.06

10.70
125.01
244.80

<0.001
0.006
<0.001

[0.18, 0.53]
[0.07, 0.41]
[0.14, 0.38]

0.17
0.48
0.33

0.08
0.08
0.06

121.53
85.24
248.51

0.027
<0.001
<0.001

[0.02, 0.33]
[0.33, 0.64]
[0.22, 0.44]

Values are based on standardized scores (z scores). β represents the level 1 slope coefficient predicting t-shirt based judgments from mean live judgments (averaged across rounds 1 and 2). Positive coefficients represent greater within-rater consistency in olfactory-based judgments across presentation types. Because we
performed 10 different analyses, with 4 of those included in our aggregate, we applied a Bonferroni correction to ensure that our overall experiment-wise alpha
level remained at 0.05. Our P value cutoff is 0.0083 (0.05/6) to reflect this correction.
a
Denotes variables included in the interpersonal liking aggregate.

study 2, we replicated these findings, and extended them by showing
that raters made highly consistent social judgments based on natural
body odor, that our live, whole body approach converges with the
traditional t-shirt approach, and that judgments based on diplomatic
odor are weakly related to judgments based on natural odor.
The results of our study show that raters made consistent social
judgments about donors based on their body odor alone. Raters
were able to do this in spite of the fact that they encountered donors
at a social distance and were presented with whole body odor rather
than with donors’ isolated axillary odors, commonly regarded as
the major source of salient social olfactory information (ProkopPrigge et al. 2016). Further, donors wore perfume and deodorant in
the diplomatic condition, factors that are commonly eliminated in
social olfactory studies for fear that they will impact the perception

of social olfactory information. Additionally, judgments based on
whole body odor converged with judgments based on the standard t-shirt method. This convergence provides important construct
validity of our new approach, and increases confidence that perceivers’ judgments in the live rating paradigm were based on their
preferences for olfactory cues, rather than artifacts based on our
methodology. Finally, by employing only heterosexual females, we
show that olfactory information is important in social contexts outside of those motivated by mating pressure.
The present work focuses on the influence of diplomatic odor in
everyday social judgments. Our findings indicate that judgments of
social partners based solely on olfactory cues reflect idiosyncratic
preferences that rely on unique combinations of rater and donor.
Research suggests that a person’s olfactory preferences are driven
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Table 4. Do judgments based on natural odor predict judgments based on diplomatic odor? Level 1 coefficients representing the extent to
which a given rater’s judgments based on the natural body odor of a particular donor predict her judgments based on the same donor’s
diplomatic body odor.
Question
Liking (aggregate)
Live
t-shirt
Combined
Pleasant odora
Live
t-shirt
Combined
Friendlya
Live
t-shirt
Combined
Have a conversation?a
Live
t-shirt
Combined
Pleasant to sit bya
Live
t-shirt
Combined
Intense odor
Live
t-shirt
Combined
Familiar
Live
t-shirt
Combined
Similar to own smell
Live
t-shirt
Combined
Similar to female best friend
Live
t-shirt
Combined
Similar to male best friend
Live
t-shirt
Combined

SE

df

0.16
0.10
0.12

0.10
0.10
0.07

104.2
105.49
213.67

0.125
0.314
0.099

[−0.04, 0.36]
[−0.10, 0.30]
[0.02, 0.27]

0.10
0.13
0.11

0.10
0.10
0.07

102.83
105.62
209.16

0.287
0.207
0.148

[−0.09, 0.31]
[−0.07, 0.33]
[−0.04, 0.25]

0.10
0.08
0.08

0.09
0.10
0.07

104.52
103.14
213.7

0.279
0.419
0.224

[−0.08, 0.29]
[−0.11, 0.27]
[−0.05, 0.22]

0.19
0.26
0.23

0.09
0.09
0.07

98.65
106.43
214.16

0.040
0.005
0.001

[0.01, 0.38]
[0.08, 0.45]
[0.10, 0.36]

0.17
−0.04
0.06

0.09
0.10
0.07

10.09
105.15
212.09

0.039
0.703
0.385

[0.01, 0.35]
[−0.23, 0.15]
[−0.07, 0.19]

0.15
0.22
0.28

0.08
0.08
0.06

58.82
100.52
199.9

0.047
0.008
<0.001

[0.00, 0.31]
[0.06, 0.37]
[0.16, 0.39]

0.34
0.11
0.12

0.09
0.09
0.06

98.52
100.09
204.78

<0.001
0.229
0.048

[0.16, 0.51]
[−0.07, 0.29]
[0.00, 0.25]

0.17
0.32
0.19

0.09
0.10
0.07

105.77
86.80
213.53

0.080
0.001
0.007

[−0.02, 0.35]
[0.13, 0.51]
[0.05, 0.32]

0.17
0.24
0.14

0.09
0.09
0.06

104.49
100.98
209.47

0.045
0.006
0.021

[0.00, 0.34]
[0.07, 0.43]
[0.02, 0.26]

0.14
0.18
0.11

0.11
0.10
0.08

90.69
106.46
19.45

0.216
0.085
0.146

[−0.08, 0.35]
[−0.02, 0.35]
[−0.04, 0.27]

β

P

95% CI

Values are based on standardized scores (z scores). β represents the level 1 slope coefficient mean diplomatic odor judgments from mean natural odor judgments
(mean of rounds 1 and 2). Positive coefficients represent greater within-rater consistency across odor conditions. Because we performed 10 different analyses, with
4 of those included in our aggregate, we applied a Bonferroni correction to ensure that our overall experiment-wise alpha level remained at 0.05. Our p value
cutoff is 0.0083 (0.05/6) to reflect this correction.
a
Denotes variables included in the interpersonal liking aggregate.

both by genetics (Milinski and Wedekind 2001; Keller et al. 2007)
and experience (Balogh and Porter 1986; Davis and Porter 1991;
Mennella et al. 2001). Social judgments based on diplomatic odor in
particular are likely informed by preferences for fragrance components, and underlying genetic, dietary, and health information. The
present findings suggest that perceivers use diplomatic odor to make
social judgments about a person’s friendliness and familiarity, driven
by this plethora of genetic and experiential biases.
Interestingly, the relationship between judgments based on
natural and diplomatic olfactory cues from the same individual
was weak. Such findings are consistent with research showing the
potential of perfumes and deodorants to change the perception of
body odor (Lenochova et al. 2012; Allen et al. 2015). The lack of

congruency that we and others have observed between judgments
of fragranced and natural body odor highlights the need to examine
the extent to which phenomena observed with traditional samples of
natural body odor—perception of fear signals or health information,
for example—occur when people wear their typical diplomatic odor.
To the best of our knowledge, no study has compared how judgments based on olfactory cues presented on t-shirts relate to judgments of those same individuals in a live setting. We found that body
odors presented on t-shirts were perceived similarly to live body
odors. Given the large body of olfactory work using t-shirt based
samples and other similar approaches, the present work provides
important empirical validation of current social olfactory research
methods. However, the fact that t-shirt based judgments converged
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only moderately with live judgments suggests that t-shirts may
convey some—but not all—of the information available in a live
interaction.
When considering the robust consistency in social judgments
across meetings, one speculative implication is that participants
demonstrated some degree of implicit recognition of individuals by
olfactory information alone based on a single exposure. Although
research has demonstrated that individuals have a unique odor signature (reviewed in Lenochová and Havlicek 2008), there has been
limited investigation into whether individuals can learn and recognize the body odors of strangers, or how quickly this might happen.
It is clear that humans can recognize the odors of familiar others, both kin (Porter et al. 1986) and non-kin (Olsson et al. 2006;
Lundström and Jones-Gotman 2009), and that neural processing
of familiar body odors differs from that of strangers (Lundström
et al. 2008). Additionally, a recent study shows that individuals can
differentiate between the odors of strangers on a single trial (Allen
et al. 2015), although this study did not investigate differentiation
of individuals across multiple trials. To the best of our knowledge,
no study has addressed how quickly people gain recognition of an
individual, either implicitly or explicitly. Our study suggests the
possibility that implicit recognition can occur based on a limited
duration meeting (1 min) in an emotionally neutral dyadic context. We temper this conclusion, however, with the fact that our
study assessed liking, but not individual recognition explicitly.
Additionally, judgments based on natural odor did not significantly
converge with judgments based on diplomatic odor, suggesting
that our participants did not recognize individuals across the 2
conditions.
Future directions
The present work shows the importance of olfactory information in
shaping women’s first impressions of other women in platonic interactions. In the context of mate selection, women typically attribute more importance to olfactory information than men (Herz and
Inzlicht 2002; Havlicek et al. 2008). There is a general dearth of
studies focusing on male perception of male body odor, though men
are capable of perceiving social olfactory signals from other men
(Chen and Haviland-Jones 2000). Future research should investigate the role of live, diplomatic odor on men’s first impressions of
other men.
Additionally, our study asked raters to make judgments based
on odors collected on whole t-shirts, not just the axillary area as
much previous research has done (e.g., Havlíček et al. 2011). Whole
t-shirts present a different odor profile than axillary areas alone.
Thus, future research should investigate the extent to which judgments of whole t-shirts converge with those of axillary-only samples.
The present study focused on explicit social judgments—consciously available attitudes of liking. Implicit measures of liking are
typically less reliable (Ho et al. 2014), and often take much longer
than explicit measures to administer, which makes them impractical to administer multiple times, as we did in this study. Moreover,
explicit and implicit measures show convergence in situations where
pressures for self-presentation and distortion are low, which is likely
the case in the present work. For instance, one study shows that
judgments based on explicit measures predict spontaneous behaviors related to warmth, engagement, and enjoyment that reflect more
implicit processes (Gunaydin et al. 2016). Future work might use
implicit measures of liking.
Finally, in our live olfactory judgment paradigm, we isolated
the olfactory cues by having raters wear earplugs and blindfolds.

Drawing perceivers’ attention to olfactory cues presented in isolation is a methodological feature not only of our work, but also
of the majority of social olfactory research (e.g., Doty et al. 1978;
Prehn et al. 2006; Roberts et al. 2011). We therefore relied on similar
methodology in our studies. However, everyday dyadic interactions
are multimodal, including visual, auditory, and a variety of behavioral and other cues, and are also bidirectional (Zayas et al. 2002).
It is probable that our paradigm encouraged participants to focus
more strongly on olfactory information than they would in a normal
multimodal interaction. Because humans are enormously reliant on
visual cues (Gunaydin et al. 2016), it is possible that in a multimodal
interaction, visual information would overshadow olfactory information, making it difficult for participants to report on olfactory
perception. In order to determine whether olfactory cues are perceptible in the semi-realistic situations employed here, we chose to
eschew multimodal input in favor of participants’ focus on olfactory
cues, in order to maximize our chances of capturing this phenomenon. We believe that the present findings provide an important first
step in demonstrating olfactory-based social judgments in semi-realistic settings. Future research should explore the influence of olfactory cues in multimodal contexts.
Conclusion
Our study provides evidence that olfactory cues affect social judgments in semi-realistic social interactions, outside of the framework
of mate choice, but shows that the presence of exogenous odors may
modify the social value of these cues. We argue that, when examining
the perception of body odor, outside odor influences such as hygiene
and dietary choices should be considered. Our study also demonstrates that judgments made about body odors collected on t-shirts
are moderately correlated with those made in semi-realistic interactions, suggesting that the information available in live interactions is
not completely congruent with that available in body odor presented
on t-shirts. Given the plethora of cues that can be gleaned from traditional laboratory body odor samples, it is important to examine the
extent to which perceivers are able to make such judgments when
interacting with whole bodies in ecologically relevant settings. Our
study suggests that natural and diplomatic odor are perceived differently, highlighting the importance of examining the effect of olfactory cues on social judgments in the context of normal fragrance
and deodorant use. It is our hope that this study will inspire others
studying human social olfaction to employ more ecologically relevant methods. Here, we provide an initial framework for how this
might be accomplished, along with evidence that methodological
revision may be important for revealing the true functions of human
body odor in daily life.
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